
Now that you've built the
antenna, you have to set it
up and aim it in the right
direction. This month we'll
show you everything you
need to .know to complete
the project.

BY H. D. McCULLOUGH

anchored on the pads.
If you are primarily interested in re

ceiving signals from one satellite , then
face the antenna toward the azimuth
heading of that "bird" and, for eleva
tion look-angles of 30 degree s or less,
tilt the antenna back from the vertical
an amount equal to half the elevation
look-angle of that satellite. The focal
point (and the hom/LNA location) will
be 6-feet high and directly in front of
the dish. (Refer to Fig. 4-a in "How the
8-Ball Got Its Shape ", P. 61 in the
September issue )

For elevation look-angles greater

Pa rt 3 BEFORE INSTALLING
the S-Ball. you need

to know where the satellites that you're
interested in are located relative to
where you live. That information is
needed to position the antenna properly.

Positioning the antenna
Using the graph s in Figs. 23 and 24.

and Table 2. you can determine the
elevation and azimuth from any loca
tion to any satellite. To use the graphs,
you must know your longitude and lati
tude, and the longitude of the satellite.
Table 2 shows the positions of the satel
lites in the Clark belt.

After determining the look-angles
(elevation and azimuth) to the satel
lite(s) desired, you must set the base
pads for the necessary azimuth heading.
Figure 25 shows how the pads are posi
tioned. and Table I (p. 62. Sept. issue)
gives the front -to-back and side-to-side
dimensions. Pour concrete piers or

~ pads I foot square and 2 feet deep
z (more in loose soil). Set IO-inch long,
~ Vz-inch anchor bolts to project 2-3
G inches above the surface . (Note that
w the rear pads are spread farther apart
u:j than the front ones. The front pads are
6 5 feet. 8 inches apart: the rear ones
~ from 7 feet, 4 inches to 8 feet, 2 inches.)
a:: Figure 26 shows how the antenna is
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Satellite

Comstar III
Westar III
Comstar II
Westar I

Anik I
Anik B
Anik III

Satcom II
Westar II
Comstar I
Satcom I

TABLE 2

Location
(Degrees West)

Longitude

87
91
95
99

104
109
114

119
123 .5
128
135

than 30 degrees, tilt the antenna back 15
degrees less than the look-an gle. (See
Figs. 4-b and 4-c of "How the 8-Ball
Got Its Shape" as mentioned above.)
Figure 27 shows how the antenna's tilt
angle can be checked using an in
clinometer. The inclinometer is made
using a protractor, string, and plumb
bob.

Once the reflector is positioned fairly
close to the desired azimuth and eleva
tion settings, find the satellite by point
ing the feed hom directly toward the
center of the dish. and then moving the
hom up and down and side-to-side
around the point where the focal point
should be. The best focus (and best pic
ture) will be about 15 feet from the cen
ter of the dish . That assumes that you
have an LNA , receiver (down-con
verter). and TV set all properly con
nected . Place the TV set where you can
see it while positioning the antenna
feed hom.

If you want to receive more than one
satellite . position the reflector midway
between the azimuth headings and
elevation look-angle s of the two satel
lites that are farthest apart . Just be sure
to be within 15degrees of the bore-sight
direction of the satellite you are
primarily interested in.

See Fig. 28 for the focus-point loca
tion s for seven satellites . The heading



FIG. 23-ELEVATION ANGLE of the satellite can be determined easily by
using this chart. Find the difference In longitude between the satellite
and your location on one axis , and your location's latitude on tile ot~r.
The poin t of Intersection falls on a curve showing elevation angle."

(azimuth) given (220 degrees) is only
accurate for one location-northern
Arkansas-but the relative positions of
th e focus points (Fig, 28-a) will be the
same anywhere.

The elevation look-angle will be
largest for a satellite that is due south of
your location. Notice that the greater
the elevation angle. the lower the focu s
point will be for any specific angle you
ha ve tilted back the dish . The satellites
used in the example in Fig. 28 are all
west of due south and the most westerly
sa te llite (Satcorn I) gives the highest
foc us point. Notice also that to receive
a ll seven sa te llite s with maximum ef
ficiency. the dish has to be tilted back
e nough to accommodate the satellite
with the highest look-angle (30-degree
t ilt in thi s example to match Anik I
which has a look-angle of 45 degrees).
T hat results in the focus point for Sat
com I (the lowest look-angle) being
rather high off the ground.

For that rea son , and the fact that our
experiments required moving the LNAI
feed hom around, the test antenna was
oriented more toward Satcom L with
s ignals still received with good efficiency
from Comstar I. Westar II and Satcom
II . The signals from the Anik were

"Figures 23 and 24 are reprinted through the
co urtesy of CATJ. They originally appeared in
the November 1978 issue of that publication.

FIG. 27-A SIMPLE INCLINOMETER(a protra c
tor, string, and plumb-bob) used to check the
tilt angle of the antenna. With the protractor
against a vertical rib, read the angle where the
string crosses the scale.

wa tc hable . but not "clean. " The prob
lem of high off-the-ground focu s point s
doe not exist in the far Northern lati
tudes, whe re eleva tio n look-angle s are
low for ALL sate llites.

A feed hom is available from the sup
plier listed. If you decide to build your 0
own. see Fig. 29 for the dimensions of o
the hom th at gives the best results of all d
that we've tried. Ordinary galvanized ~

heet metal seems to work fine . Brass :Il

or s ilve r may be better. but probably
not much.
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middle of the dish surface left to right to
see if one side is closer to the radius
point than the other. Move the radius
point to the left or right as necessary to
get the best "fit " across the dish. Re
pea t that procedure going from top to
bottom. adjust ing the radiu s point up or
down for the best " fit."

Once the radius point is set. move each
adjustment bolt in or out where the bolt
goe s through the frame so that the prod
on the end of the radius wire just
touches the screen when the spring is
stretched to where it ju st touches the
piece of tape on the prod.

It is important to take your time and do
this right. With two peop le. you should
be able to set the surface to within
1/I6-inch in 30 minutes or so. If you have
the dish tilted forward when you com
plete the adjustments . carefully lower it
back in place and sight across the edge
of the dish to make sure there is no
twist in the surface. If necessary. put a
shim under a rea r leg.

Probably the easiest way to get the
reflector surface out of " true" and lose
the effective ness of the antenna is to

co ntinue d Oil page I IO

gro und, it may be necessary to tilt the
ante nna forward . If you do that. be sure
to raise the two rear legs by the exact
same amo unt so you don't warp the
antenna. Also, if you tilt the antenna to
a near-vertical posit ion, tie it down
temporarily to prevent it from being
blown over during the adjustment.

Th e radi us point can be located by
trial an d error. First attac h one end of
the rad ius wire to a point about 30 feet
(the exact distance is not critical as long
as it is close) direct ly in front of the
cent er of the dish-or as near the cen
ter as you can tell by looking. Then
with the spri ng end. check across the

end is fairly easy to make. The prod is
simply a piece of coat-hanger wire.
about 15 inches long. with a loop at one
end. The ac tual length of the prod is not
critical as long as you remember that
the total length of the radius wire and
the prod should be approx imately 30
feet. Slip a moderatel y-stiff spring over
the hanger-wire prod and attac h the
spring and the radius wire to the loop as
show n in Fig. 31. The spring makes it
easier to ho ld a co nstan t tension on the
wire throughout the adjust ment pro
cedure : simp ly stretch the spri ng the
same amou nt for eac h adjustment. A
piece of tape ca n be stuck to the prod
an d used as a reference point as shown
in Fig. 31.

To keep the spot where the radius
point is tied from being too high off the

FIG. 31-RADIUS WIRE, 30 feet long, is used to check the reflector's curvature. Adjustment bolts are
set so that all points on the surface are exactly the same distance from the radius point.

FIG. 3D-THE LNA/FEED-HORN ASSEMBLY
can be mounted Insid e a length of PVC pipe as
shown here.

TS'31/4'~__-- SM ALLEND IS
-LL=sI 1·5/32" x 2·5/16"

1--8"--1
FIG. 29-FEED-HORN DIMENSIONS. Use these to build your own horn from sheet metal or a simlar
material.

EARTH

b

FIG. 28-HOW FOCUS POINTS ARE LOCATED:
A top view of the antenna (a) shows the relative
locations of the focus points for seven satel
lites. The side-view (b) shows the vertical posi
t ion of the LNA hom fo r satellites.

SAT I
COMI """

WES IIo
o

SATII 0 "<,
ANIKlllo
ANIK BO
ANIKI~

A simple and inexpensive way to
mount the LNA/feed horn is shown in
Fig. 30. Attach the horn to the LNA
and slip it inside a piece of 5-inch plastic
pipe, 10 inches long . Secure it with any
small brackets and spacers. Slip the 5
inch pipe inside a piece of 6-inch pipe,
12 inches long . Place soft spacers or
pads between the pipe s so that the in
side pipe will rotate , but with enough
friction to hold it in place . The assembly
can be mounted on a board, with a
motor attached to rotate the LNA for
polarity se lect ion.

Final alignment
After the antenna is in place on the

base pad s, you should adjust it for a
precise curve . A simple way to do that
is to tie a radius wire to a point 30 feet

. directly in front of the center of the
dish , then check the anten na surface
near each adjustment bolt and adjust so
that every part of the dish is 30 feet
from the radius point.

A radius wire with a spring-loaded
end is best for this . The spring-loaded
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Admiral 12H 1073 chassis (Sams 1054
and 11 86). Cap acitor C6 is a big one
and is fairly easy to see . but C7 (50 J,lF .
10 volt s) is one of the little plastic
cased ones: it looks like a tubul ar paper
capacitor. Bill says that if C6 is good.
but C7 is open . you get a seve re loss of
vertical sweep at the bottom .of the
screen. and misconvergence . The capa
citor in the set he had measured only 3

F. A new ca pacitor cured the prob
lem.

PULSING RASTER AND SOUND
The raster and sound on this Admiral

4M10C pulse. In fact, there Is no raster at
all except for a small dot or streak that
pu lses. I have B+ voltages on all of the
fuses. This Is a weird one.-T.D., Bellevue,
OH

I remembered a service note that I
saw on that chassis some time ago.
What you have is a shutdown problem :
the chassis is designed so that the high
voltage shutdown circuit will make the
raster and sound pulse .

Try putting a Variac on the set and
monitoring the B+ supply to the hori
zontal output. Bring up the line voltage
slowl y until the regulated DC voltage
output is what itjs supposed to be.
Check to see if the set now work s. If it
doe s. you have a problem in the DC
voltage-regulator circui t: its output is
too high . R-E

FREE!
NEW CATALOG OF
UARO-TO-FINO
PRECISION TOOLS

- '-
Jensen's new catalog Is
packed with more than 2000
quaIlty Items. Your single source
for hard-to-flnd precision tools
used by electronic technicia ns ,
scientists, engineers, schools, In
strument mechanics, laboratories
and government agencies. This
popular catalog also contains
Jensen's world·famous I1ne of
more than 40 tool kits. Send for
your free copy todayl

JENSEN Tools INC.
1230souTh pRiesT DRIVE
Tempe, ARIZONA 85281

CIRCLE 28 ON FREE INFORMAliON CARD

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

continued/rom page 33

tions varying between I millivolt and I
volt- again depending on the range in
use . Cur rent (both AC and DC) can be
measured on two ranges: 20 milliamps
and 200 milliamps full-scale. Resolu
tions of 10 and 100 microvolts re
spectively are claimed . Resistance is
measured over five ranges from 200 to
200.000 ohms full-scale with a maxi
mum open-circuit voltage of 1.5 volts
on the 200-ohm range and 0.65 volt on
the others. The open-circuit voltage on
the low-power resistance ranges is 0.4
volt. as previously mentioned. Resolu
tion varies from 0.1 to 1000 ohms de
pending on the range in use .

The mo del £Z-6/00 requires two
"AA"-size cells; their expected life is
300 hours. There is no provision for
AC operation . While the instruction
booklet doe s not contain a schematic.
parts list. or troubleshooting hints. it
does do 'a very good job of exp laining
how to use the meter .

In our tests we found that the unit
was as accura te as the manufacturer
claimed . In addition. we found it
to be very handy to use. especially in
the field . The Model £Z 6100 sells for
$142.00. about the same as many meters
with fewer features. R-E

SATELLITE TVANTENNA
cont inued from page 50

STR ING

FIG. 32-TWO STRINGS, insta lled after align
ment as shown, make it easy to detect any
warps in the reflector surface.

have one rear leg uneven with respect to
the other. That causes a "twist" in the
frame. and the refore. in the reflector

PARTS LIST-FEED HORN

Galvan ized sheet metal
PVC pipe , 5-inch diameter , 10 inches long
PVC pipe, 6-inch diameter, 12 inches long.
Miscellaneous: Soft spacers or pads (see

text), hardware , etc .

The following are available from McCul
lough Satellite Systems, PO Box 57, High·
way 62-East, Salem, AR 72576: The 12
foot 8-Ball Satellite Television Antenna
Kit, S750. Includes everything except
staples and concrete for mounting base.
Frame Is 1112 x 1Yz-Inch angle iron with all
pieces cut to fit and drilled. One coat of
primer applied. All % x 2 and % x 3 red·
wood strips. Aluminum ,creen Is 0.011
Inch diameter wire In a /ts-lnch mesh.
Add S60.00 for heavy-duty mesh, $50.00
for extra bracing and S100.00 for galvanized
frame.

The heavy mesh (0.025 inch diameter
wire, Va-Inch mesh) Is about 2112 times as
heavy as the regular mesh and will with
stand abuse by hall, ice, etc. much better
than the regular mesh. The extra bracing
is necessary If you plan to move the an
tenna about. It makes the framework very
rigid.

The 12·foot 8·Ball with galvanized
frame, heavy mesh and extra bracing Is a
commercial-grade antenna named " Octa
sphere" and is available for S1195.00.
Feed horn (fits LNA with WR-229 Input):
Sheet metal with brass flange, $40.00;
Aluminum S60.00 RG·213 cable (loss 25
dB/1 00 feet at 4 GHz), $0.50 per foot. FM·
8 cable (loss 13 dB/100 feet at 4 gHz),
SO.60 per foot. Avantek 120· LNA (50 dB
gain) $690.00 InclUding DC block; $650.00
without DC block. All prices are FOB,
Salem, AR.

surface . One way to check for a twist is
to look at the antenna from the side and
see if all the vertical ribs are parallel .
or take an inclinometer and check each
of the three middle vertical ribs. They
should all have the same tilt angle.

Another. and perhaps the most ac
curate, way of making sure that the an
tenna retains its shape after it is aligned
with the radius wire is to criss-cross a
pair of strings as shown in Fig. 32. The
strings must be installed after alignment,
but before the antenna is moved. In
stall the string s from the top-right to the
bottom-left corners , and from the top
left to the bottom-right corners. Adjust
the string s as neces sary so that they
ju st touch at their centers . When you
move the antenna, any twist will be ap
parent and can be quickly corrected by
placing shims under one leg until the
strings again just touch .

That wraps up our look at the 8-Ball.
If you want a more comp lete picture on
what sateIlite TV is all about, refer to
the serie s of art icles on this subject by
Bob Cooper that appeared in previous
issues of Radio-Electronics. If you would
like to order a reprint of that series, see
page 95. R·E




